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ABSTRACT
Due to aging, circuit reliability has become extraordinary
challenging. Reliability-aware circuit design flows do virtu-
ally not exist and even research is in its infancy. In this pa-
per, we propose to bring aging awareness to EDA tool flows
based on so-called degradation-aware cell libraries. These
libraries include detailed delay information of gates/cells
under the impact that aging has on both threshold volt-
age (Vth) and carrier mobility (µ) of transistors. This is
unlike state of the art which considers Vth only. We show
how ignoring µ degradation leads to underestimating guard-
bands by 19% on average. Our investigation revealed that
the impact of aging is strongly dependent on the operating
conditions of gates (i.e. input signal slew and output load
capacitance), and not solely on the duty cycle of transistors.
Neglecting this fact results in employing insufficient guard-
bands and thus not sustaining reliability during lifetime.

We demonstrate that degradation-aware libraries and tool
flows are indispensable for not only accurately estimating
guardbands, but also efficiently containing them. By consid-
ering aging degradations during logic synthesis, significantly
more resilient circuits can be obtained. We further quantify
the impact of aging on the degradation of image process-
ing circuits. This goes far beyond investigating aging with
respect to path delays solely. We show that in a standard
design without any guardbanding, aging leads to unaccept-
able image quality after just one year. By contrast, if the
synthesis tool is provided with the degradation-aware cell
library, high image quality is sustained for 10 years (even
under worst-case aging and without a guardband). Hence,
using our approach, aging can be effectively suppressed.

1. INTRODUCTION
Technology scaling is reaching limits where displacing a

few atoms within transistors due to aging phenomena may
endanger the functionality of the entire design. Negative and
Positive Bias Temperature Instability (NBTI and PBTI) are
the most prominent of these phenomena, with the potential
to remarkably degrade the electrical characteristics of pMOS
and nMOS transistors, respectively. They occur due to elec-
trical field stresses in transistors resulting in interface traps
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(when Si-H bonds break at the Si-SiO2 interface) and ox-
ide traps (when charges are captured in the oxide vacancies
within the dielectric). Over time, generated defects (i.e. in-
terface/oxide traps) accumulate inside the transistor, mani-
festing themselves as degradations in its electrical character-
istics (Vth, µ, etc.). Hence, aged transistors become slower,
which increases the likelihood of timing violations. BTI has
also instantaneous effects in which degradations are observed
within a very short time domain (e.g., 1µs) [2]. However,
this work considers only the long-term effects of aging.
Timing Guardband: To overcome aging, manufacturers
typically employ a guardband (TG) on top of the critical path
delay (T ) of a design [3] to guarantee that it will always be
clocked at a sustainable frequency for the projected lifetime.
f = 1

T (t=lifetime)
; T (t = lifetime) = T (t = 0) + TG.

Recent technology nodes operating under decreased supply
voltages steadily narrow the available design space for these
guardbands. Thus, minimizing guardbands becomes an in-
evitable design task that additionally needs to be considered.
Traditionally, guardbanding is treated as a post-synthesis
optimization. However, to avoid large guardbands (which
may not be tolerated any longer), aging degradations should
be considered during the logic synthesis itself in order to ob-
tain circuits that are inherently more resilient against aging.

Commercial EDA flows have evolved over three decades of
research. They provide powerful capabilities for analyzing
the timing behavior of circuits and thus precisely determin-
ing their critical path delay based on information provided
within the targeted cell library. In addition, logic synthesis
can (also based on delay information within the targeted cell
library) efficiently optimize the circuit’s netlist to maximize
the performance. Therefore, bringing reliability awareness
to tool flows is essential not only to accurately estimate
guardbands (i.e. without under/over-estimation) but also
to optimize the circuits against aging and thus containing
guardbands (i.e. having small, yet sufficient guardbands).
In this paper, we propose to provide the synthesis tool with
the degradation-aware cell library to allow it addressing ag-
ing concerns – even if it was not designed for that purpose.
Our main contributions are as follows:
(1) We explore the role of operating conditions of a gate/cell
in determining the overall impact of aging in the scope of
both timing analysis and logic synthesis – this holds even
more for complex designs like processors.
(2) By providing logic synthesis tools with the delay infor-
mation of gates/cells under aging, we leverage mature opti-
mization algorithms to effectively suppress aging effects.
(3) To achieve our goals, we created 121 degradation-aware
cell libraries under varied aging scenarios. Libraries are pub-
licly available at [1] and ready to be used with existing tool
flows (e.g., Synopsys) without requiring any modifications.
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(a) NAND Gate
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(b) NOR Gate

Figure 1: Impact of aging on the delay of NAND and NOR gates
demonstrating how it is driven by its operating conditions.
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Figure 2: Considering a single operating condition (OPC) solely,
instead of multiple OPCs, leads to erroneous aging estimations.

2. MOTIVATIONAL ANALYSIS: LINKING
THE PHYSICAL AND SYSTEM LEVELS

In the following, we briefly explain how aging-induced de-
fects at the physical level may propagate all the way up to
the system level where they finally manifest themselves as
timing errors. The complexity of having to jointly consider
multiple levels motivates the necessity of addressing aging
within EDA tools to effectively optimize reliability. We ob-
tained our results in Figs. (1, 2 and 3) from our proposed
methods in Section 4 which presents the core of this work.
1) Physical/Device-Level: During the operation of a
transistor, aging-induced interface traps interact with the
charge carriers within the channel degrading its mobility (µ).
In addition, interface and oxide traps jointly cause a charge
buildup that shifts the threshold voltage (Vth). A transis-
tor’s duty cycle (λ), which indicates the proportion of time
that the transistor is in stress thereby determines the over-
all number of defects and thus the (Vth, µ) degradations
over time. λ takes a value between 1 (indicating worst-case
aging) and 0 (indicating that aging did not occur). It is
noteworthy that aging optimization techniques often aim to
drive the λ of transistors towards the balance-case of 0.5.
2) Gate-Level: Due to interdependencies between the elec-
trical characteristics of a MOSFET, degradations in Vth and
µ lead to degrading other characteristics like the drain cur-
rent (Id) which is the cause of aged transistors becoming
slower, as the first order approximation in Eq. 1 illustrates.
The detailed modeling that we employ can be found in [5].

Delay ∝ 1

Id
; Id ≈

µ

2
· (Vdd − Vth −∆Vth)2 (1)

Operation Conditions (OPCs): Each gate within a circuit’s
netlist is subject to different OPCs based on the slew of its
input signals and the load capacitance of its output. The
input slew is determined by the output slope of all previous
gates that are connected to that particular gate. By con-
trast, the number and types of gates that are connected to
the output of a gate determine the load capacitance of that
gate. Our investigation revealed that OPCs play a major
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Figure 3: Motivational example showing how path1, which was
critical before aging, became uncritical after aging.

role in determining the impact that aging has on a gates’
delay increase. Importantly, our results also revealed that
under some OPCs, the delay of some gates improves instead
of being degraded. Figs. 1(a, b) show the impact of aging
on two different gates (NAND and NOR, respectively). As
is shown in Fig. 1(a), a larger input signal slew magnifies
the impact of aging on increasing the NAND’s delay as it
leads to activating both the pull-up (pMOS) and pull-down
(nMOS) networks of the NAND simultaneously. Since the
degradations of NBTI in pMOS transistors are higher than
the degradations of PBTI in nMOS transistors [6], the pull-
down network becomes relatively stronger and thus opposes
the pull-up network – especially for larger slews in which
the “ON” periods of pMOS and nMOS transistors overlap
further. On the other hand, increasing the output load ca-
pacitance diminishes the impact of aging. Since it makes the
NAND slower, it allows the gate to tolerate the degradations
in its pMOS and nMOS transistors. The NOR gate exhibits
a different behavior (Fig. 1(b)). Here, NBTI degradations
make the opposing current from the pull-up network become
smaller and hence the fall delay improves1 – especially for
larger input slews. Note that even though aging may im-
prove the delay of some gates under specific OPCs, it will
still make the overall circuit slower. The high increase in
the delay of other gates within each path will usually com-
pensate the small decrease in some individual gates. Fig. 2
summarizes the impact that worst-case aging (i.e. λ = 1)
has on a standard cell library. When only a single OPC
(e.g., the slowest signal slew along with the smallest output
capacitance) is considered, aging leads to degrading all the
gates’ delays (by up to 15%). When multiple OPCs are
considered, the impact of aging on gate delays exhibits a
significantly wider range (between -60% and 400%), and the
likelihood that aging improves a gate’s delay reaches 16%.

Therefore, it becomes evident that OPCs play a major
role. Targeting only a single OPC results in erroneously es-
timating the overall impact of aging on the paths of circuits.
3) Circuit-Level: Since different gates under differentOPCs
exhibit varied timing behaviors due to aging, it can be ex-
pected that the critical path (CP ) of a circuit may become
uncritical after aging and another path, which formerly was
uncritical, may afterwards become critical. Fig. 3 presents
a realistic example (i.e. all presented delays are measured
by HSPICE) of two paths, where aging switches their roles
with respect to criticality. In spite of both paths identi-
cally suffering from aging (i.e. worst-case aging is applied to
all transistors), the impact of aging on the overall delay of
each path is different. This is due to paths starting with
different gates and thus different signal slopes propagating
through each path. Consequently, every gate will have its
own OPC and will be differently influenced by aging degra-
dations. Hence, optimizing aging is not only a matter of bal-

1It is only valid in the case of input rise. Hence, one cannot
initially make the pMOS weaker to improve the gate’s delay.



ancing the duty cycle of transistors as state of the art often
assumes. It is rather a question of selecting the most suitable
gate with respect to aging, based on the existing OPCs.
4) System-Level: Even though aging degradations orig-
inate at the physical level, their observable effects finally
appear at the system level, manifesting themselves as er-
rors due to timing violations. Importantly, since aging de-
grades the paths of circuits differently, interpreting aging
(i.e. quantifying the overall impact of aging on the design’s
reliability) cannot be determined through studying the crit-
ical path solely. Instead, all potentially violated paths need
to be jointly considered as each one contributes its share to
overall reliability degradation.

3. RELATED WORK
In the context of this paper, previous work can be divided

into the following two categories:
Aging Estimation: In [7], mathematical models are em-
ployed to correlate the NBTI-induced ∆Vth in pMOS tran-
sistors to the corresponding gate delay increase. In addi-
tion to neglecting the PBTI effects in nMOS transistors, the
mathematical model itself is not able to consider the slope of
rise and fall signals of a cell. Therefore, this method fails to
analyze multi-stage cells (e.g., buffers, flip-flops, etc.) and
multi-gate paths. In fact, multi-stage cells may form > 50%
of a standard cell library [8]. Hence, neglecting them leads
to a severe impact on aging estimation. [9] suffers may from
a similar drawback. It can also not analyze multi-stage cells
as it fails to consider the slope of internal signals inside
such cells. [10] proposed to measure the impact of NBTI-
induced ∆Vth on a gate’s delay. However, it neglects PBTI.
This leads to inaccurate analysis as PBTI degradations may
compensate/magnify NBTI degradations. [11] accurately es-
timates the effects of NBTI and PBTI using HSPICE. How-
ever, the impact of aging on degrading µ was not considered.

When complex designs like processors are targeted, state-
of-the-art approaches often analyze the impact of aging on
the CP only (e.g., [13]). However, aging may switch a path
from critical to uncritical and vice versa (see Section 2 and
Fig. 3). Thus, looking solely at the CP is not sufficient.
Other works (e.g., [12]) proposed to consider the top x% of
CPs. This might not be feasible in realistic designs. The
number of paths within the top 5% may reach > 107 [14]. In
practice, determining an x such that it is guaranteed that
the path that may become critical after aging is included
is not trivial. Importantly, [12, 13] neglect PBTI and they
only consider a single OPC, which leads to erroneously esti-
mating aging effects, as earlier demonstrated in Figs. (2, 1).

It is noteworthy that aging degrades both Vth and µ [15].
However, state of the art considers only Vth in their anal-
ysis. Our evaluation results in Section 5 demonstrate that
neglecting the µ degradation leads to underestimating the
required guardbands by 19%. Thereby, both Vth and µ need
to be jointly considered to accurately estimate guardbands.
Aging Optimization: [14] introduced a technique to opti-
mize the circuit against aging by capturing potential paths
that may become critical after aging, and then iteratively
applying tighter timing constraints on them in order to force
the synthesis tool to optimize these paths. The key draw-
back is that in each iteration and with each new constraint,
the structure of paths may change and thus different gates
will be used. However, the new gates might be more suscep-
tible to aging and thus the new paths might age faster than
the former ones. Finally, to mitigate aging effects, there are
many techniques (e.g., [4]) that aim to balance the duty cy-
cle. In general, such techniques are orthogonal to our work.

Importantly, the impact of aging is not only a function of
the duty cycle but, additionally, of the OPCs as presented
in Figs (1, 2). Hence, the effectiveness of employing aging-
balancing techniques standalone might be limited.
Distinction from existing state of the art:
(1) We consider the impact of aging on both Vth and µ as
well as the impact of aging under multiple OPCs.
(2) We integrate circuits optimization against aging effects
within the standard design flow through plugging into the
existing tool flows the degradation-aware cell library.
(3) We investigate the overall impact of aging on reliability
through interpreting how aging manifests itself at the system
level in the scope of image processing. This goes far beyond
investigating aging with respect to path delays solely.

4. RELIABILITY-AWARE DESIGN
Concisely, our idea is to create degradation-aware cell li-

braries under different aging stress scenarios. Plugging the
required library into a timing analysis tool will enable accu-
rate analysis of the timing behavior of the entire circuit in
the scope of static and/or dynamic aging stress. Hence, the
required guardband can be obtained. Additionally, synthe-
sizing the circuit based on the degradation-aware cell library
enables optimization algorithms to consider aging effects (in
every gate/cell) and thus select the most suitable gate/cell
for each OPC. Fig. 4 gives a general overview of our work.

4.1 Degradation-Aware Cell Libraries
To accurately model aging effects, we start at the lowest

physical level where BTI does occur. We employ recently
proposed physics-based models [6] to estimate the number
of generated defects within nMOS and pMOS transistors. In
addition to their accuracy, unlike empirical models used by
others (e.g., [12, 13]), where only Vth is considered, physics-
based aging models allow for estimating both Vth and µ
degradations. This can be done similar to e.g., [15]:

∆Vth =
q

Cox
· (∆NIT + ∆NOT ) (2)

∆µ =
µ0

1 + α ·∆NIT
(3)

There, NIT and ∆NOT are the number of generated inter-
face and oxide traps, respectively, obtained from [6]. Note
that the employed aging model does not consider the intrin-
sic variability of BTI. However, one could get the distribu-
tion of ∆Vth from e.g., [16] and then select the worst-case
degradation (e.g., 6σ) as the upper bound.

Afterwards, we create a degraded transistor model for a
given technology library model (i.e. based on an unmodi-
fied model that contains initial transistor characteristics) by
changing Vth and µ in both pMOS and nMOS transistors
according to the estimated aging degradations. Since aging
degradations depend on the duty cycle (λ), we repeat esti-
mations for N different λ cases of both pMOS and nMOS
transistors resulting in N × N degraded transistor models.
Then, we create the corresponding degradation-aware cell
library for each obtained model (see Fig. 4(a)) as follows.

We first measure the delay and slope of each gate/cell
within the library under different OPCs using HSPICE and
the degraded transistor model2 along with the SPICE def-
inition of that gate/cell. The latter includes the required

2For simplicity we assume that all pMOS in a gate have the
same λpmos and similarly all nMOS have the same λnmos.
Due to the vast variety of activities over time, this can be
reasonable. However, our method is not limited to this as-
sumption and it can analogously be applied for others.
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Figure 4: A general overview of our reliability-aware circuit design flow that integrates automatic aging optimizations.

parasitics information (i.e. inner capacitances and resistors)
based on the gate/cell layout, which allows for more accu-
rate analysis. The OPCs are defined as a range of input
signal slews [Smin, Smax] along with a range of output load
capacitances [Cmin, Cmax]. The required boundaries are de-
termined as follows: since Smin is the minimum slew, it
needs to be set based on the fastest gate in the library un-
der no fanout. By contrast, Smax is the maximum slew
and therefore set based on the slowest gate connected to the
maximum fanout. Cmin and Cmax are determined based on
the smallest (i.e. no fanout) and largest (i.e. maximum al-
lowed fanout) output capacitance, respectively, of the small-
est gate. Finally, we merge all the resulting degradation-
aware libraries into one complete library. To do so, we
add corresponding indexes that distinguish between iden-
tical cells. For example, two AND2 gates with two dif-
ferent aging stress cases (λPMOS = 0.4, λNMOS = 0.6)
and (λPMOS = 0.9, λNMOS = 0.5) will be renamed to
AND2 0.4 0.6 and AND2 0.90 0.5, respectively. In prac-
tice, the complete degradation-aware cell library contains
the delay of each cell under (N×N) different aging stresses.

4.2 Estimating Guardbands
After synthesizing the circuit with the degradation-unaware

(i.e. initial) cell library to generate the netlist, we can esti-
mate the impact of aging either under static (i.e. all tran-
sistors having the same λ) or dynamic (i.e. each transistor
is influenced by aging according to the running workload)
stress scenarios to estimate the required guardband.
Static Aging Stress: Here, the timing analysis tool reads
the netlist along with the degradation-aware cell library that
corresponds to the wanted aging stress case to report the
path delays. Through comparing the initial delay of the cir-
cuit (i.e. the delay of the initial CP before aging) with the
new obtained delay in the scope of aging (i.e. the delay of
the possibly new CP after aging), the required guardband
that is sufficient to protect the circuit against this particular
aging stress can be determined (see Fig. 4(b)).
Dynamic Aging Stress: Here, the signal probability pro-
file caused by the workload needs to be first estimated us-
ing a gate-level simulator. This provides the activity and
thus duty cycle (λ) of each individual transistor within the
netlist. Afterwards, the average duty cycles for nMOS and
pMOS transistors in each gate/cell within the netlist are
calculated. The netlist is then modified by annotating each
gate/cell with the indexes of Avg(λnmos) and Avg(λpmos).
For instance, an AND2 gate instance with Avg(λnmos) = 0.4
and Avg(λnmos) = 0.6 will be renamed to AND2 0.4 0.6.
This is necessary for compatibility with the format of the

complete degradation-aware library that we created in Sec-
tion 4.1. Finally, the timing analysis tool reads the modified
netlist along with the complete degradation-aware library,
which contains the delay under different λ cases for each
gate/cell, to report the path delays. It is noteworthy that
such an aging analysis is only valid for that particular work-
load. Other workloads may cause different activities and
thus a new analysis will indeed be required.
To suppress aging under any workload (i.e. avoiding
the workload dependency), static worst-case aging can be
considered (i.e. λPMOS=1.0, λNMOS=1.0) during the anal-
ysis to estimate the required guardband.

4.3 Containing Guardbands
As demonstrated in Section 2, the impact of aging on the

delay of a gate is subject to its operating conditions. There-
fore, knowing how each gate/cell (with different OPCs) be-
haves allows for the synthesis tool to always select the most
suitable gate/cell when minimizing the delay of paths in an
aged circuit. As observed in Fig. 1(a), the impact of aging
on the NAND gate, for instance, would be alleviated when
the output capacitance is high. Similarly, when the input
slew is smaller, the aging impact becomes lower. Hence, the
synthesis algorithms would select this gate type when a high
output load (i.e. high fanout) exists. Likewise, the tool could
use input buffers to sharpen the slew of input signals. Prac-
tically, if the synthesis tool is provided with the degradation-
aware library, it becomes aware of the impact of aging on
the gates/cells’ delays. Thus, it can automatically select
the most suitable gate type for each OPC towards optimiz-
ing the aged circuit’s netlist. In this work, we employ our
degradation-aware cell library assuming worst-case aging to
let synthesis optimize the netlist independent of the work-
load. Note that the obtained CP delay here is already in the
presence of aging and hence no additional guardband needs
to be applied. However, the included guardband can be com-
puted as the timing difference between analyzing our design
with the initial (i.e. degradation-unaware) and degradation-
aware libraries. An equivalent contained guardband is com-
puted as the performance penalty when synthesizing for ag-
ing by comparing the obtained CP delay against the CP
delay of a traditionally-optimized version of the design syn-
thesized with the initial cell library (see Fig. 4(c)).

4.4 Implementation and Design Details
At the device-level: The high-performance 45 nm Predic-
tive Technology Model (PTM) [17] is used for both nMOS
and pMOS transistors. These models are designed for a
high-k technology and thus compatible with the employed
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Figure 5: Evaluation of guardband estimation. The impact of neglecting µ and OPCs are shown in (a) and (b), respectively. (c) shows
the necessity of considering the actual path that will become critical after aging instead of the initial path that formerly was critical.

aging models [6]. The λ ranges from the case of no-aging to
the worst-case (i.e. λ ∈ [0, 1]) with a step of 0.1. Thus, 121
degradation-aware cell libraries are created, in addition to
the final complete library after merging all of them.
At the gate-level: The open-source Nangate 45 nm stan-
dard cell library [8] is employed to obtain realistic netlists of
different 68 combinational and sequential gates/cells. Para-
sitics information is included based on layout at the 45 nm
node. Other works (e.g., [13, 12]) neglect parasitics leading
to inaccurate analysis. We considered 49 OPCs for each
gate (7 input signal slews and 7 output load capacitances).
This range is consistent with what is used in the Nangate
library [8], and it is also typical in industrial libraries such as
Synopsys’ 32/28 nm. The Smin and Smax are set to 5 ps and
947 ps, respectively. In addition, the Cmin and Cmax are set
to 0.5 fF and 20 fF, respectively (details in Section 4.1). A
Vdd of 1.2 V is considered, and HSPICE along with BSIM 4.0
is used to measure gates delays. Employing BSIM modeling
allows us to consider the interdependencies of the electri-
cal characteristics of MOSFET and hence how Vth and µ
degradations influence other parameters.
At the circuit-level: The Design Compiler from Synop-
sys is used to synthesize the circuits and to perform the
required timing analysis. During synthesis, the compile ul-
tra option is used to optimize the designs along with the
highest effort along with an objective of performance maxi-
mization. Modelsim is used to estimate the transistors’ duty
cycles (i.e. the dynamic aging stress) by extracting activities
of running workloads on top of the design’s netlsit.

5. EVALUATION AND COMPARISON
To demonstrate the benefits of our work in optimizing

the reliability of complex circuits, we employed 5 differ-
ent kinds of processor designs: VLIW, RISC (with 5 and
6-pipeline stages), FFT and DSP. In addition, we also in-
cluded DCT and IDCT circuits used in image processing.
The average area of our circuits is 4x larger than the IWLS
benchmarks [18] which are often used in other works. We
purposefully chose them to evaluate the effectiveness of our
work in industrial-strength designs.
Guardband Estimation: As explained in Section 2, aging-
induced defects at the physical level degrade both Vth and
µ of transistors at the device level. Such degradations then
alter the gates’ delays based on the encountered OPCs. Fi-
nally, the overall delay of every path, at the circuit level,
changes based on the new delays of each individual gate. As
illustrated in Section 2, the path that was initially (i.e. be-
fore aging) critical may not remain critical after aging. State-
of-the-art works consider only Vth [9, 11, 12, 13], a single
OPC [12, 13] or may not take the impact of aging on switch-
ing the circuit’s CP into account [13]. Fig. 5 quantifies the

impact of doing that on the resulting guardbands, where es-
timations were performed under worst-case aging for a life-
time of 10 years. Each of (a, b and c) in Fig. 5 evaluates the
impact of neglecting a single aspect (µ, different OPCs or
CP switching, respectively) alone to allow fair comparisons
and to quantify the role of each aspect individually.

As shown in Fig. 5(a), neglecting the µ degradation leads
to under-estimating the required guardband by 19% on av-
erage. Fig. 5(b) demonstrates the severe impact of neglect-
ing different OPCs, where the guardband may be over-
estimated by 214% on average. Additionally, Fig. 5(c) shows
that only considering the initial CP when estimating the
guardband provides a wrong guardband in all circuits.
Aging Optimization: As illustrated in Section 4.3, provid-
ing the synthesis tool with our degradation-aware cell library
allows for the optimization algorithms to consider the impact
of aging on gates/cells while synthesizing the circuit. As a
result, the netlist will proactively be more resilient to aging
and the guardband will be inherently contained. Fig. 6(a)
compares the required guardband when synthesizing with
the initial (i.e. degradation-unaware) library and the con-
tained guardband when synthesizing with our degradation-
aware cell library. This provides a direct comparison be-
tween traditionally-optimized designs with guardbands and
our aging-optimized designs with contained guardbands rel-
ative to the same baseline. Our aging-optimized designs
show on average 50% and up to 75% smaller guardbands
leading to 4% and up to 6% higher frequency. This comes
with merely 0.2% area overhead as shown in Fig. 6(b).
Suppressing aging at system-level: Finally, we study
the impact of aging within DCT and IDCT circuits used
to first encode and then decode images. Because image pro-
cessing circuits can inherently tolerate errors, we select them
to evaluate the impact of our optimizations on suppressing
aging when no guardband is employed. This links the phys-
ical and system level by quantifying how defects generated
within transistors affect the overall reliability represented by
image quality. Fig. 6(c) reports the Peak Signal to Noise Ra-
tios (PSNRs) of a fixed-point DCT-IDCT image processing
chain under different scenarios (a PSNR of 30dB is typically
considered an acceptable image quality). Note that adding
a guardband would lead to tolerating the resulting degra-
dations and thus the PSNR would not drop. All results
obtained from gate-level simulations which employ the “sdf”
files of DCT/IDCT generated from the synthesis tool under
the targeted aging scenario (e.g., worst/balance case).

To fairly quantify the aging impact on image quality, we
used the same frequency to evaluate all studied scenarios
(i.e. all gate-level simulations were run at the same frequency).
This frequency was selected based on the maximum achieved
performance in the absence of aging (i.e. when synthesizing
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Figure 6: Effectiveness of synthesizing circuits with the degradation-aware cell library (as our focus): (a) Evaluates the reduction in the
guardbands, (b) area overhead, (c) PSNR of DCT-IDCT showing how it remains the same as in the absence of aging even after 10 years.
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Figure 7: Outputs of the “DCT-IDCT” showing how our aging-
aware design suppresses degradations for an extended lifetime.

the circuits with the initial cell library). Therefore, both
aging-aware and aging-unaware designs will operate with
no (required or contained) guardband. Note that an aging-
aware design (without its contained guardband) may gen-
erally have timing errors even at year 0. However, several
image examples (11) that we simulated did not result in any
PSNR drop at year 0 compared to the aging-unaware design.

As seen in Fig. 7, one year of aging (under the worst-
case) entirely destroys the image of an aging-unaware de-
sign (PSNR reaches 9dB). This is due to not employing any
guardband and thus degradation cannot be tolerated at all. In
fact, the synthesis tool aims during optimization at minimiz-
ing the delay of all paths along with balancing them. Thus,
degradations here lead to a large number of timing errors,
which severely degrade the image quality after a short life-
time. Even in the case of balanced aging – which is represen-
tative of state-of-the-art optimization techniques – degrada-
tions after one year are still able to noticeably reduce image
quality (see Fig. 7) with the PSNR reaching 19dB. Thus,
such techniques standalone are not sufficient.

By contrast, using the degradation-aware cell library (un-
der worst-case) during synthesis results in circuits that effec-
tively suppress aging effects. Even after 10 years of worst-
case aging, the PSNR remains the same as in the absence
of aging. Hence, the lifetime (i.e. the time until the image
quality drops to an unacceptable level of 30dB) increases by
> 10x because our aging-optimized circuit, after 10 years,
retains a large margin. Therefore, our aging-aware design
operates for an extended lifetime even with no guardband.

6. CONCLUSION
Bringing aging awareness to existing EDA tool flows is

essential in obtaining reliable designs. We demonstrated
the necessity of creating degradation-aware cell libraries and
their impact on aging-aware circuit design. We showed how
traditional design techniques lead to significant over-design
of guardbands. We further demonstrated that providing the
synthesis tool with the degradation-aware cell library results
in resilient circuits in which aging effects are effectively sup-
pressed. All in all, degradation-aware cell libraries enable
reliability-aware design of circuits. They are publicly avail-
able to be directly deployed within existing tool flows [1].
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